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							 This page does not exist. But you might be interested in some of the next topics.
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		                                         30 September 2021		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Introducing ‘Biocheck.ugent’: a unique scoring system that gives farmers the necessary insights to keep both their animals and businesses healthy.
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Biocheck is developed by Ghent University’s Veterinary Medicine department. Jeroen Dewulf, the driving force behind this methodology, explains the idea behind it.		                                     
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		                                         29 September 2021		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Japan is the 14th country to lift the embargo on Belgian pork
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Japan is the fourteenth of thirty countries to lift the embargo on Belgian pork. Find out why the reopening of those markets is of great importance for European pork exports		                                     
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		                                         20 August 2021		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Belgium’s first antibiotics covenant: steadily moving towards ambitious goals of permanent reduction.
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Belgium’s first antibiotics covenant presents results: 40,2% general reduction, 70,4% reduction in medical feed and 70,1% less critically important antibiotics. 		                                     
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		                                         10 June 2021		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Introducing BePork: a unified label dedicated to top-quality Belgian pork
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        This year saw the creation of ‘BePork’, a brand new quality label for Belgian Pork. BePork is dedicated to guaranteeing local production and control from feed to fork by uniting all blocks in the production pillar: from feed manufacturers, pig farmers, transport companies and meat processors to points of sale.		                                     
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		                                         8 June 2021		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Master at Work –Flexibility in Belgian meat export: “It’s all about professionalism”
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        How the Belgian meat suppliers easily adapt to new markets while creating added value for meat importers?		                                     
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		                                         29 March 2021		                                     

		                                     
		                                        “Chinese and Belgian authorities have the same to win”
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Annabelle Schreiber is the new Belgian agricultural attaché to China for food safety and sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) related measures. Her focus will be on facilitating the collaboration between Chinese and Belgian authorities on meat and other agricultural products.		                                     
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		                                         24 March 2021		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Tailor-made: the Belgian meat industry’s approach to the COVID-19 pandemic
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        How the Belgian meat industry has dealt with the COVID-19 pandemic. Its adaptive contingency plan was used as an example for other industries, and is the perfect illustration that Belgian producers make every effort to guarantee safe and qualitative meat.		                                     
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		                                         21 December 2020		                                     

		                                     
		                                        OIE confirms: Belgium has regained its ASF-free status
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        The World Organisation of Animal Health (OIE) confirmed the ASF-free status in all suidae of Belgium		                                     
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		                                         3 December 2020		                                     

		                                     
		                                        European Commission declares Belgium ASF-free
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        On 20 November 2020, the European Commission declared Belgium free of ASF. The ASF-free status is expected to be published soon on the OIE website. 		                                     
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		                                         26 November 2020		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Continuous testing confirms: Belgium’s domestic pigs remain free of ASF contamination
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Belgium succeeds in keeping its domestic pig and captive wild pig population free of African swine fever contamination. Enhanced testing confirms the ASF-free status, while the last positive test on wild boar remains go back to August 2019. If no infected boar are detected, Belgium could regain its ASF-free status for all porcine animals in the autumn of 2020.		                                     
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		                                         26 November 2020		                                     

		                                     
		                                        75% less antibiotics in Belgian animal feeds, 65% less in total usage
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        To enhance food safety, Belgium has drastically reduced the use of antibiotics in animal feed and livestock farming, thus reaching their goals set for 2020. New goals set for 2024 will even further reduce the use, backed by continuous monitoring and tracing.		                                     
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		                                         16 November 2020		                                     

		                                     
		                                        The Philippines Lift Ban on Importing European Pork from Belgium
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Successful Belgian ASF Approach Leads to Re-Opening of the Philippine Market		                                     
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		                                         9 October 2020		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Food safety: the essential contribution of well-monitored meat farming
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Food safety starts with well-monitored meat farming: here’s why Belgium is in full control of food safety, traceability and meat quality.		                                     
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		                                         9 October 2020		                                     

		                                     
		                                        COVID-19: how the Belgian meat industry manages unprecedented situations
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        During the corona pandemic, workers in slaughterhouses in several countries became infected. How did the Belgian meat industry handle this situation? And how do we generally deal with unprecedented health and food safety issues? 		                                     
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		                                         25 May 2020		                                     

		                                     
		                                        European Commission ratifies proposal to reduce Belgium’s ASF-infected zone
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		                                         25 March 2020		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Video: Belgian Fence System Controls ASF Spread in Wild Boars
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Belgium has taken a number of measures to control the spread of African swine fever since the disease was detected in the country in 2018.		                                     
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		                                         23 December 2019		                                     

		                                     
		                                        HRH Princess Astrid of Belgium leads Beijing economic mission
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Belgian economic mission on technical improvements in meat industry.		                                     
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		                                         23 December 2019		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Pig Farming in Belgium: Facts and Figures 2018
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Belgium is one of the world’s leading producers and export countries of European Pork. Its well-controlled production process, backed by years of experience and a clear focus on export, leads to a stable position on the trade market.
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		                                         23 December 2019		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Biosecurity, Traceability and Surveillance: 3 Pillars of Belgium’s Successful ASF Approach
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Despite the outbreak of ASF in wild board, Belgium succeeds to keep its domestic pigs—and, as a result: its pork—virus-free. Belgium’s trusted approach is based on biosecurity, traceability and notification.		                                     
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		                                         23 December 2019		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Biocheck: Scoring System to Guarantee Biosecurity
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Belgium has a great number of measures in place to guarantee biosecurity in pig farms and the pork production process. They prove their value in the aftermath of the ASF outbreak in Belgium.		                                     
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		                                         23 December 2019		                                     

		                                     
		                                        European Pork: 3 Countries Re-Open Import from Belgium
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Despite the outbreak of ASF in September 2018, Belgium succeeded in keeping its domestic pigs and its pork virus-free.		                                     
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		                                         8 July 2019		                                     

		                                     
		                                        African Swine Fever:  How Belgium Successfully Keeps Its Pork Virus-Free
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Belgium deals well with the outbreak of African swine fever (ASF) in September 2018. That is the conclusion of European ASF experts. Belgium succeeds in keeping domestic pigs and captive wild pigs free of ASF contamination—thus keeping all its pork virus-free and suitable for consumption and export.		                                     
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		                                         4 June 2019		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Fact Check: How come Belgian meat suppliers are 100% customer-focused?
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Belgian meat owes its unique position to the people who make up the profession. From breeder, butcher to exporter—all of them know their customers and offer tailor-made services. How come?		                                     
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		                                         1 June 2019		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Belgium leads in high-yield pork production
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Based on the standardized European SEUROP classification, Belgium has a leading position in terms of slaughters in the highest class.		                                     
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		                                         22 May 2019		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Belgium, meat producer in the heart of Europe
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Belgium has a long tradition in meat export and occupies a leading role within the European meat production sector. Its location in the heart of Europe is key to its success.		                                     
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		                                         18 May 2019		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Fact Check: What makes Belgium a pioneer in food safety?
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Within Europe, Belgium has emerged as a forerunner in the area of food safety. From livestock feed to point-of-sale—the strictest control and traceability standards are applied. What’s the main differentiator?		                                     
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		                                         11 May 2019		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Belgian meat now reaches 60 countries around the world
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Belgian meat suppliers are considered specialists in the export of pork. With customers in 60 countries, their services are known throughout the world.		                                     
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		                                         5 May 2019		                                     

		                                     
		                                        These 5 pig brands and their true flavors are on the rise
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Consumer choices are more and more based on tradition and true flavors. These are exactly the strengths of the Belgian enterprises, who offer a varied range of traditional pig breeds and brands.		                                     
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		                                         30 April 2019		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Belgian pork in the spotlight during state visit to South Korea
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        From 23 to 28 March, the Belgian king and queen made an official state visit to South Korea. Travelling along in their wake were six CEO’s from pork producing companies.		                                     
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		                                         27 March 2019		                                     

		                                     
		                                        What makes Belgian suppliers stand out?
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        “It takes a certain attitude to export to countries all over the world.” That attitude is just one of the elements that make the Belgian meat suppliers stand out.		                                     
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		                                         19 March 2019		                                     

		                                     
		                                        King and Queen meet President Moon Jae-in
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        At the invitation of President Moon Jae-in, King Philippe and Queen Mathilde of Belgium will pay a State Visit to South Korea from 24 until 28 March.		                                     
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		                                         18 March 2019		                                     

		                                     
		                                        ASF in wild boar in Belgium, no outbreak in domestic pigs
		                                     

		                                     
		                                        Despite the outbreak of African Swine Fever (ASF), Belgium still has a free status for domestic and captive wild pigs. There are no outbreaks in domestic swine.		                                     
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                Pork catalogue

                
                                    Meat cuts: exhaustive range of Certified European pork cuts, offered by the Belgian meat suppliers.                                  

                                download
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                Belgian Meat suppliers guide 2022

                
                                    Who is who: complete overview of all Belgian meat suppliers, with product specifications, activities, certifications, destinations,…                                  

                                download
                              


            

                                  

        

      





    

  





  
    
      


        
          

            
              
                Get in touch with the Belgian meat suppliers

The Belgian meat suppliers are ready to offer a Certified European pork solution tailored to your needs. Leave your contact details and we’ll find the meat supplier that’s most fit to help you.

VLAM

Koning Albert II-laan 35 bus 50

B-1030 Brussel

T: +32 2 552 80 11

F: +32 2 552 80 01

E: meatinfo@vlam.be
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